
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL WEIHNACHTEN 

"Bei uns ist immer was los!" 

WEIHNACHTSMARKTE-CHRISTMAS MARKETS 

market: der Markt, die Markte 
Christmas market: der Weihnachtsmarkt, die Weihnachtsmarkte 

TIP OF THE WEEK: YOUR GUIDE TO VISITING 
GERMANY'S CHRISTMAS MARKETS 

Also keep in mind that many Christmas markets will charge anywhere between one to five euros for 

an entrance fee. Usually these costs aren't in vain, considering many markets also offer music, arts 

and crafts for kids and samples of regional food and drinks. 

Do buy things and support local vendors if you can! Often people visit Christmas markets for 

the GIUhwein, overlooking the unique rows of German goods. 

6) Inquire Before You lnsta: 

Ask vendors permission before taking pictures of their handmade goods. Older and not social 

media sawy sellers are sometimes fearful of others stealing their ideas. Always ask before 

snapping or you might get snapped at. 

7) Bring a Thermos: 

Most Gli.ihwein will be served in a speciaJ ornamental mug. You'll be charged an extra fee for a 

deposit, but if you fancy a fancy cup, simply hold on to it and keep the cup. 

Yet if you aren't keen on keeping another mug, simply return your cup and your deposit will be 

returned to you. If you're on the go, tuck a small empty thermos in your bag. If short on time 

hopping your return train, buy a GIUhwein, transfer it to the thermos and enjoy it on your train ride 

home. 

Tips for if you're visiting Germany, or another city-than your own 

8) Map Out: 
-

If you're visiting a new German city this winter (or even want to get a better sense of your own), stop 

by the tourist information booth. There are usually two maps available, sometimes each in several 

languages. One is the city map and one of the Christmas Markets. Pick up both maps. The 

Christmas Market map is usually a lot less detailed than the standard city map. 

Also, pick up a transportation map. Make sure you ask HOW you purchase a transportation ticket. 

Con~ider buying a day pass if you are covering a lot of ground. 

Before you leave the train station, make sure you have the times and platforms of several evening 

return trains, especially the final one. This gives you flexibility in deciding when to return. 


